LASER ETCHED
product overview

Laser etching brings your most fanciful visions in leather to life.

LEATHER

We offer several made-to-order laser-etched designs, including

Available on Cavallini, Royal Suede, and Napoli.

our iconic Dot Skull, and custom patterns are always welcomed.
As your partner in all things leather, we work closely with you

LEAD TIME

to ensure the success of custom patterns and will suggest

Lead time for stock leather is 3–4 weeks upon CFA approval. For

adjustments as needed to work within this medium.

custom colors, including back-dye process, please allow 6–8 weeks.

USE
Dividing room screens, wall panels, backs of chairs, headboards,
lamp shades, curtains, pillows, table insets, and logos.
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LASER ETCHED
product overview
BACKING
Once laser etched, products will feature a natural ground/base. This
is the natural hide showing through and is not a controlled color. If
preferred, we are able to back-dye hides for a layered look, with the
ground/base color darker than the fur color.

CAVALLINI
Cavallini is a natural hair-on hide product. There will be variations
in hair length and hair direction within each hide. This may create a
slight unevenness to the laser-etched areas. We cannot control this
effect, which is natural and part of the appeal.

CUSTOM PATTERNS
Outside of our seven one-of-a-kind and made-to-order designs,
we offer customization as well. Patterns can be submitted in JPEG
or EPS files. Designs will be reviewed to ensure the success of
the project. Due to the nature of the material and process, not all
patterns are possible. Scale may need to be adjusted.
Maximum laser pattern length is 160 cm/63". Since the hide is
shifted during the process, there are often breaks in the pattern and
line positions. These lines are more visible in a larger pattern or very
linear patterns.

UPON ARRIVAL
Laser etching is done with a laser, which burns the top layer of the
hide. This creates a smell that will dissipate over a short period of
time. Upon arrival, we suggest opening the box and laying out the
hides to allow them to breathe.
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LASER ETCHED
available patterns

Allium
FCL38

Brooch
FCL37
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Dot Skull
FCL36

Fauna
FCL33

Grid
FCL39

Meadow
FCL35

Morocco
FCL42

